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JORDAN DERIVATIONS MAPPING 
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ABSTRACT. In this paper we show that the following results remain 
valid for arbitrary Jordan derivations as well: Let d be a derivation 
of a complex Banach algebra A. If d2 (a?) E rad(A) for all x E A, then 
we have d(A) C rad(A) ([5, p. 243]), and in a case when A is unital, 
d(A) C rad(A) if and only if s\ip{r(z~1 d(z))\z E A invertible} < oo 
([3]), where rad{A) stands for the Jacobson radical of A, and r( ) for 
the spectral radius.

1. Introduction
Throughtout this paper A will represent an associative algebra over 

a complex field C and we write [a?, y] for the commutator xy — yx. A 

linear mapping d : A A is called a derivation if d(xy) = d(x)y + 

xd(y) for all y E A. A linear mapping d : A A is called a 

Jordan derivation if d(x * y) = * j/ + ⑦ * d(y) for all y E

where a 氷 b denotes the Jordan product ab + ba. Obviously every 

derivation is a Jordan derivation. The converse is not true in general, 

but is true in the case when the algebra is semiprime [2, Theorem 

1]. Let A and B be complex Banach algebras. A linear mapping 

T : A —> B is called spectrally infinitesimal if r(T(rc)) = 0 for all 

⑦ G A, where r(-) denotes the spectral radius, and we say that T is 

a spectral isometry if r(T(j:)) = for all x E A, For example, the 

canonical ephimorphism 巾 : A —> A/rad(A) is a spectral isometry. If
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r(⑦) = 0, then x is called quasinilpotent and, henceforth, Q(A) will 

denote the set of all quasinilpotent elements of A.

The foundation of our research is the Singer-Wermer theorem ([10]), 

which states that every bounded derivation of a commutative Banach 

algebra has its range in the Jacobson radical, and Thomas [11] gener

alized the Singer-Wermer theorem by dropping the boundedness of a 

derivation. This generalization was known as the Singer-Wermer con

jecture. The Kleinecke-Shirokov theorem ([4], [8]) which is a classical 

theorem of a Banach algebra theory, asserts that if the elements a, b 

in a Banach algebra A satisfy [cz, [a, 이] = 0, then [a, 이 is quasinilpo

tent. The assumption [a, [이, 이] = 0 can be reformulated as d2(b) = 0, 

and the conclusion as d(b) is quasinilpotent, where d = [•, a] is the 

inner derivation implemented by a. In 1991, Mathieu and Murphy [6, 

Theorem 2.1] proved that the Kleinecke-Shirokov’s theorem holds for 

arbitrary bounded derivations (not necessarily inner) and the valid

ity of Mathieu and Murphy’s result for any derivation was given by 

Thomas [12, Theorem 2.9]. This result implies the Singer-Wermer 

conjecture [12, p. 152]. By using the semiprimeness of rad(A) and an 

identity concerning any derivation d, Mathieu [5, p. 243] obtained a 

global version of the above Thomas’ result such as that d(A) C rad(A) 

if d2(x) E rad(A) for all x E A.

As tools to measure the commutativity of a Banach algebra, the 

algebraic properties of the spectral radius were intensively studied 

by a number of authors. In 1982, Zemanek [13] proved that an ele

ment a in a unital Banach algebra A is central modulo raJ(A), i.e., 

the inner derivation d = [•, a] maps A into rad(A) if and only if 

sup{r(之—M(X))|之 6 A invertible} < oo, and he [13, Question 1.4] also 

raised the question whether this property takes over to any derivation. 

Recently an affirmative answer was given by Bresar and Mathieu in 
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[3, Theorem 2.6].

In this paper we will show that the global version of Thomas’ result 

and Zemanek’s conjecture remain true for any Jordan derivation as 

well (Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.5).

2. Results for the Jordan Derivation
The following lemma will play a crucial role to prove Theorem 2.2.

Lemma 2.1. Let d be a Jordan derivation of a Banach algebra A 

such that d2 is spectrally infinitesimal. Then d leaves each primitive 

ideal of A invariant.

Proof. Suppose that d? is spectrally infinitesimal. By setting 

cZi(l) = 0, d can be extended to a Jordan derivation d\ on the uni

tization of A, and it is clear that (g is spectrally infinitesimal, and 

hence, without loss of generality we can assume that A is unital.

Let P be a primitive ideal of A. Then A has an irreducible repre

sentation 7F : A —> L(X) on a Banach space X with kernel P, where 

L(X) is the algebra of all linear mappings on X. An application of 

[9, Lemma 3.1] yields that dn(xn) — n!(t/(:c))n G P for all ⑦ G P and 

n £ N. Therefore, for all ⑦ E P and fc G N, we obtain that

r(d(x) + F) = r(d(x)2k + P)1/2k

= ((2A;)!)—以孤 W) + P…

< ((2fe)!)"1/2fc r(d2fc(z2分)1= 0

whence d(x) + F G Q(A/P) for all x E P.

We claim that d(P) C P. Let xo E P and suppose that d(xo) 우 P. 

We first note that the normed division algebra = {T E L(X) : 

m = T(a[), a € A,〈 e X} 으 Cl ([1, Corollary 25.5]).

If 7r(J(:z：o)) € Cl, then(17「((/(久0))〈 = 7「(己(冗0))(싸) for all a 6 A and 

Q E X, and hence acZ(⑦o)<$ = d(xo)a$ for all a G A and E X. This 
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shows that ad(xQ)— d(xo)a E P for all a G』4, that is,(1(xq) + F G 

Z(A/P), where Z(A/P) is the center of a primitive Banach algebra 

A/P. Since Z(A/P) 은 Cl and(1(xq) + P is quasinilpotent, it follows 

that(1(xq) P — P which means that d(xo) E P. This contradiction 

implies that 7r(d(a：o)) 우 Cl.

Now {1,7r(d(j：o))} is linearly independent whence there exists &)€ 

X such that {&), 冗(己(⑦o))&)}, that is, {&), 시(⑦o)&)} is linearly inde

pendent. Using the Jacobson density theorem, we choose a y G A 

such that y&)= &)and yd(x0^Q = &)— </(：r(〕)&). Then (d(xQ) * y)&)= 

己(⑦o)y&)+ (⑦o)&)= so we obtain d(xQ)* y $ Q(A) and the 

relation Sp(A, x) = IJp Sp(A/P, x + P), where Sp(B, •) denotes the 

spectrum with repect to the unital algebra B and the union is taken 

over all primitive ideals of A, shows that d(x()) 水 y ■누 P 中 Q(A/P). 

However d(xQ)* y +」P € Q(A/P) since d(x()) * y + F = (d(xo * y) — 

xq * d(y)) + F G d(P) + P (y 6 A). This contradiction gives us that 

d(P) C P, and completes the proof of the theorem. □

By using Lemma 2.1, we now obtain the following result.

Theorem 2.2. Let d be a Jordan derivation of a Banach algebra A 

such that J2 (文) E rad(A) for all x E A, Then d maps A into rad(A).

Proof. Assume thatE rad(A) for all x E A. From [1, Propo

sition 25.1 (i)] and Lemma 2.1, we see that d2 is spectrally infini

tesimal, and therefore d leaves each primitive ideal P of A invariant 

whence it follows that a Jordan derivation d induces a Jordan deriva

tion J of a primitive Banach algebra A/P defined by d(x + F) = 

d(x) P (x E A). Observe that J is a derivation [2, Theorem 1] by 

the primeness of A/P. Since the hypothesis d2(x) € rad(A) for all 

x E A gives J2 = 0 on A/P, it follows from Posner’s first theorem [7, 

Theorem 1] that J = 0 on A/P. We thus see that d{A) C P. Since this 
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holds for any primitive ideal P of A, we conclude that d(A) C rad(A). 

□

Remark. The fact that d2 is spectrally infinitesimal does not, 

in general, imply that c/(』4) C rad(A). For, in the case when A is 

semisimple, if a € A is not in the center such that a2 = 0, d(⑦) = 

[:r, a], then J2(^)2 = 0 for all ⑦ G A (and hence d2 is spectrally 

infinitesimal) in spite of 己尹 0.

Corollary 2.3. Let d be a Jordan derivation of a Banach algebra 

A such that d2(x)xn E Q(A) (or xnd2(x) E Q(A)) for all x 6 A and 

some n 6 N. Then d maps A into rad(A).

Proof. From [1, Proposition 25.1 (ii)], it follows that d2(x) E 

rad(A) for all ⑦ G A and so Theorem 2.2 guarantees the conclusion. 

□

Following the same method as developed in [5, Theorem 6] and 

using Theorem 2.2, we get the next corollary.

Corollary 2.4. Let d be a Jordan derivation of a Banach algebra 

A such that d(A) C Z(A)? where Z(A) is a center of A. Then d maps 

A into rad(A).

Proof. Suppose that d(A) C Z(A). The restriction d\z(A) is a 

derivation of a commutative Banach algebra Z(A), and hence Thomas’ 

theorem [11] implies 난lat(/(Z(A)) C rad(Z(A)) = Z(A) Pl rad(A). 

From the assumption, it is immediate that d2(A) C rad(A), and 

again Theorem 2.2 gives the conclusion which completes the proof 

of the corollary. □

Arguing as in Lemma 2.1 with [3, Theorem 2.6] , we have the final 

result in our investigation.
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Theorem 2.5. Let d be a Jordan derivation on a unital Banach 

algebra A. Then d(A) C rad(A) if and only if sup{r(『x(i(X))|之 £ A 

invertible} < oc.

Proof. Let s = sup{r(之—1d(g))|之 6 A invertible}. One way impli

cation is obvious, and hence assume that 5 < oc. Given y G raJ(A), 

we have (1 十 이)-"1 = 1 — j/(l + J/)-1 G 1 + rac?(A), and so

r((l + y)-1d(l +y)) = r((l - y(l +y)'~1)d(y)) = r(d(y)).

By the assumption, it follows that r(d(y)) < «s < ex? for all y E rad(A)^ 

and hence d(rad(A)) C Q(A). Consequently we have

r(x * d(y)) = r(d(x 水 y) — d(x) * y) = r(d(x * y)) = 0

for all E A and y E rad(A).

We want to show that d(rad(A)) C rad(A). Let yo € rad(A) and 

suppose d(yo) 우 rad(A). Then there exists a primitive ideal P such 

that d(yo) g F, which implies that A has an irreducible representation 

7「: 丄4 —> L(X) on a Banach space X with kernel P, where L(X) is 

the algebra of all linear mappings on X.

Assume that 7r(dQ/o)) € Cl as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Then 

X7F(d(j/o))[ = 7r(d(yo))(⑦<$) for all re G A and($ £ X, and hence 

xd(yo)흐 = d(yo)x^ for all x E A and E X. This shows that 

xd(yo) — d(yo)x E P for all x E A. So the quasinilpotency of d(yo) 

gives

r(0 + P)(d(y0) + P)) < r(x 十 P)r(d(y0) + P)

< r(x 十 P)r(d(y0)) = 0 (x E A, yQ E rad(A)),

and from [1, Proposition 25.1 (ii)], it follows that d(y())+P E rad(A/P) 

= {0} on A/P, i.e., d(y()) G P. This contradiction implies that
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7r(d(j/o)) 우 Cl. Now {1, 7r(d(yo))} is linearly independent whence 

there exists E X such that {<$, 7r(J(j/o))$h that is, {($, c?(yo)5} 

is linearly independent. Applying the Jacobson density theorem, we 

choose xq E A such that f and xod(y())5 = 5 — d(yo)[.

Then (x0 * c?Q/o))<$ = xod(yo)Q + d(yQ)xo( = so 1 is an eigen

value of xq * d(yo), which is a contradiction. Hence we see that 

d(rad(A)) C rad(A).

Since the induced Jordan derivation J on a unital semisimple Ba

nach algebra A/rad(A) is a derivation ([2, Corollary 5]), and r(z~1d(z)) 

= r(之—고石心) + rczcZ(A)) = r((之 + rtzd(』4))—1J(之 + raJ(A))) for each in

vertible element z in A, we see that d is a derivation on a unital 

semisimple Banach algebra A/rad{A) with 3 < oc. By [4, Theorem 

2.6], it is immediate that J = 0 which gives the conclusion of the 

theorem. □
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